Arete Prep General Supply List, 2016-2017
Please Note: This is a general supply list, intended as a starter list, and does not represent every item needed for every class.
Students are not required to have all of their supplies on the first day.
Teachers will hand out a syllabus for their respective classes on the first day, at which time additional items may be requested.
(e.g. specific brushes for art, or calculators/pens for math).
Quantity

Item

6

3 ring binders--no larger than 1.5 inch*

6

5 or 8 tab sections dividers--for placing into 3 ring binders

6

3 hole pocket folders--for placing into 3 ring binders

6

3 hole, 1 subject, spiral notebooks

3

packages loose leaf paper--college ruled--for placing in 3 ring binders

6

packages lined 3 x 5 index cards

1

package graph paper

1

12 inch ruler

1

dozen pencils - mechanical

1

dozen pencils - wooden

1

dozen blue pens

1

dozen black pens

1

dozen red pens

1

dozen multi-colored pens**

1

hand-held sharpener with shaving receptacle

2

erasers

3

highlighters

1

set colored pencils 12-24

1

zipper pencil case to hold supplies***

3

dry erase markers

*Students will be taking one binder to each class, and at times bringing several binders home for homework. If binders are any bigger than 1.5 inches,
backbacks can get very full and heavy. Encourage your student to keep binders neat and organized by keeping only the papers and materials that they need
for the current quarter. Other notes/tests/papers can be unloaded and kept for reference at home at the end of each quarter.
**No permanent markers
***Consider one hole punched pouch for each binder, with a few supplies in each. This prevents a free pencil case from being misplaced.

Optional items to donate: disenfecting wipes, kleenex, hand sanitizer
We are so grateful for your donations! Donations can be turned into the front office.

